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Localization by disorder in the infrared conductivity of Y 1ÀxPrxBa2Cu3O7 films
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Theab-plane reflectivity of (Y12xPrx)Ba2Cu3O7 thin films was measured in the 30–30 000 cm21 range for
samples withx50 (Tc590 K), x50.4 (Tc535 K), andx50.5 (Tc519 K) as a function of temperature in
the normal state. The effective charge density obtained from the integrated spectral weight decreases with
increasingx. The variation is consistent with the higher dc resistivity forx50.4, but is one order of magnitude
smaller than what would be expected forx50.5. In the latter sample, the conductivity is dominated at all
temperatures by a large localization peak. Its magnitude increases as the temperature decreases. We relate this
peak to the dc resistivity enhancement. A simple localization-by-disorder model accounts for the optical
conductivity of thex50.5 sample.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.104509 PACS number~s!: 74.25.Gz, 74.76.Bz, 72.15.Rn
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I. INTRODUCTION

The only consensus on the electronic properties of
normal state of high-Tc superconductors is that they are n
conventional. Examples of models describing cuprates
mal state are charge stripes,1 polarons,2,3 and various flavors
of modified Fermi liquid4–7 and Luttinger liquid.8 All these
models assume a strong electron-electron and/or elec
phonon interaction. The disorder introduced by cationic
oxygen doping influences the spectrum of excitations, m
ing the physics of the system more complex. Indeed, Ba
et al.9 propose that the Drude-like peak observed in the
frared spectra of irradiated YBa2Cu3O7 ~YBCO! moves up
in frequency to a localized state. Problems that have b
discussed now for many years are the relevance of diso
to localization and localization to superconductivity, in pa
ticular near the metal-insulator transition.10–12 In cuprates,
this could apply to a strongly underdoped material. Anot
twist appears with the observation of a normal-state gap
underdoped cuprates.13–16 It was first observed as
pseudogap in NMR data.17 It was later associated with th
departure from linearity in the resistivity.15,16 Puchkov and
co-workers13 proposed that the apparent optical conductiv
spectral weight loss in the normal state of underdoped
prates is a manifestation of the pseudogap.

There is a significant~and somewhat contradictory! body
of literature suggesting both hole depletion in the Cu2
planes and localization in Pr-substituted compounds.18–26 In
this paper we describe the optical reflectivity of Pr-dop
YBa2Cu3O7 ~Pr-YBCO! ab-plane thin films as a function o
temperature.
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The optical conductivity of untwinned single crystals
nonsuperconducting PrBa2Cu3O7 ~PBCO! shows that substi-
tution of Y by Pr empties the CuO2 planes and localizes th
charges into a midinfrared band presumably along the C
chains.27 Optical~Ref. 28! (x<0.35) and coherent THz~Ref.
29! (x<0.4) data on the in-plane response of Pr-YBCO su
port a picture in which the localization grows continuous
with Pr doping. More recently, Bernhard and co-worke
measured the far-infraredc-axis conductivity of Pr-YBCO
using ellipsometry. Their data suggest that Pr acts as an
derdoping agent.30 For their highest doping (x50.45) they
find some indirect support of charge localization. Howeve
localization peak has not been resolved in Pr-YBCO.

We investigate Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O7 samples withx50,
0.4, and 0.5. The superconducting state of the first two co
positions is discussed in detail elsewhere.31 In this paper we
resolve the localization peak in Pr-YBCO at the composit
x50.5. A simple localization model based on Pr disord
reproduces this localization peak. We suggest that a signa
of this peak is already present in thex50.4 compound and
competes with the normal-state gap opening.

II. EXPERIMENT

Thin films of pure and Pr-doped YBa2Cu3O7 were grown
by sputtering on stabilized zirconia~YSZ! substrates. The
samples arec-axis oriented and typically 5000 Å thick. Th
four-point electrical dc resistivity is shown in Fig. 1, givin
Tc590 K (x50), Tc535 K (x50.4), andTc519 K (x
50.5). The resistivity of thex50.5 compound is almost an
order of magnitude higher~right-hand side scale! than that of
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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pure orx50.4 Pr-YBCO~left-hand side scale!. The dashed
straight lines help to locate approximately the pseudo
opening temperature (T* ) in the Pr-doped samples, indicate
by the arrows. Note that in thex50.5 compound an upturn
before the superconducting transition occurs. One relev
point to this work is that similarT* ’s can be seen in under
doped YBCO films15 havingTc’s of 70 K and 60 K.

Our infrared reflectivity spectra were obtained with
Bruker IFS 66v interferometer between 30 and 7000 cm21.
A 4 K bolometer was used to take data up to 500 cm21 and
a DTGS/KBr pyroelectric detector was used in the midinf
red. Near-infrared and visible data between 4000 a
30 000 cm21 were measured in a Cary 4000 grating sp
trometer with a photomultiplier. In the overlapping spect
range, measurements from both spectrometers agree w
0.5%. We used gold mirrors as a reference for measure
the Bruker spectrometer and silver mirrors in the Cary.
utilized a He gas flow cryostat to measure the spectra
tween 6 K and room temperature in the whole frequen
range. The temperature stability during the measurem
was better than 0.5 K. Polypropilene~far-infrared and vis-
ible! and ZnSe~midinfrared! windows were used to cove
the whole spectral range.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The spectral functions were determined for our samp
by Kramers-Kronig transform. At low frequencies~below
30 cm21) a Hagen-Rubens extrapolation was used at
temperatures, including the superconducting state. Above
highest measured frequency (30 000 cm21) the reflectivity
was assumed to be constant up to 106 cm21 followed by a
v24 termination to infinity. Below 150 K our samples a
opaque enough to avoid a significant contribution from
substrate. We also checked that different low-frequency
trapolations do not change the conductivities more than

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the dc resistivity
(Pr,Y)Ba2Cu3O7 films on YSZ. Note that thex50.5 compound
~right-hand axis! is almost one order of magnitude more resisti
thanx50.4 and pure YBCO. The temperature where the resisti
no longer shows a linear thermal dependence is indicated byT* .
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at 100 cm21 and not more than 2% at 200 cm21. Above
250 cm21 the differences are negligible.

A generalization of the Drude model can be obtained
ing a frequency-dependent scattering rate32,33 defined as

1

t
5

2p

Z0
Vp

2 s1

s1
21s2

2
, ~1!

Z05377 V being the vacuum impedance.Vp , the effective
plasma frequency, is related to the charge densityn, carrier
effective massm* , and vacuum permittivitye0 by Vp

2

5ne2/e0m* .34 Here s(v)5s11 is2 is the complex con-
ductivity.

One can estimate the plasma frequency through the c
sical sum rule

Vp
25

Z0

p2E0

`

s1~v!dv. ~2!

One usually introduces a cutoff energy~1–2 eV! in order to
restrict the integration to the free carrier contribution. Equ
tions ~1! and ~2! assume thatVp , t21, andv are measured
in cm21 ands1 in V21 cm21.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the real part of the optical conductivity f
all three samples:x50, 0.4, and 0.5. The normal-state low
frequency conductivity extrapolates consistently at vario

f

y

FIG. 2. Real part of the optical conductivity of Pr-YBCO film
on YSZ. From top to bottomx50, 0.4, and 0.5. The solid symbol
are obtained from the dc resistivity for the corresponding tempe
tures in the normal state. In thex50.5 samples1 is dominated by
a peak around 300 cm21. The inset shows the scattering rate at 1
K for all samples. The scales for thex50.4 and 0 conductivities are
shifted with respect to thex50.5 sample by 2000 and
4000V21 cm21, respectively.
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LOCALIZATION BY DISORDER IN THE INFRARED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 104509
temperatures to the measured dc conductivity~solid sym-
bols!.

The YBCO film exhibits a conventional behavior. I
spectral response does not change significantly in the no
state from 150 K to 100 K and is dominated by a Drude-l
peak. YSZ is not the best substrate to grow YBCO. For
stance, the residual conductivity in the superconducting s
is twice as high as that from the best films.31 However, our
YBCO’s normal-state conductivity and scattering rate
qualitatively and quantitatively the same as those from g
samples.13

In the x50.4 film the free carrier response is still th
major contribution to the normal-state conductivity. The lo
of spectral weight from;800 cm21 down to 300 cm21

observed at temperatures aboveTc is assigned to the openin
of the normal-state gap.31 It is worth remarking at this poin
that a weak shoulder appears at 250 cm21 in the 40 K spec-
trum.

A major change, consistent with the huge increase in
dc resistivity, is observed in thex50.5 sample. The free
carrier contribution is not seen and is replaced by a br
peak centered around 250 cm21 that dominates the far
infrared spectrum~below 700 cm21). These spectra do no
show any signature of a pseudogap or of the superconduc
transition. Actually, an opposite effect is observed since
magnitude of the peak around 250 cm21 increases with de-
creasing temperature.

In the inset we show the frequency-dependent scatte
rate calculated with Eq.~1!. The YBCO film displays a stan
dard behavior with a scattering rate 1/t depending roughly
linearly on frequency in the normal state. In the P
substituted samples the absolute value of 1/t increases and
some structures appear at low frequencies (250 cm21).
Both effects indicate a lower mobility of charge carriers w
a possible localization effect.

The values forVp estimated from the conductivity inte
grated up to 1.5 eV atT5300 K are shown in Table I. The
charge carrier concentrationNe f f is derived fromVp assum-
ing thatm* is the bare electron mass. In Fig. 3, we displ
the thermal evolution ofNe f f for each sample normalized b
its value at 300 K. The estimated error inNe f f is about twice
the symbol size. The arrows indicate the measuredTc . All
samples exhibit a decrease of the carrier density when cr
ing Tc , associated with the spectral weight transferred to
zero-centeredd function. The inset shows the same data n
malized byNe f f of YBCO at 300 K for all samples.

TABLE I. Pr-YBCO characteristic parameters.Tc and DTc ~in
parentheses! are directly obtained from the resistivity in Fig. 1.Vp

andNe f f are obtained with Eq.~2! integrating the room-temperatur
optical conductivity up to 1.5 eV.Ne f f uses the bare electron ma
as m* . a is the slope of the linear part of the resistivity~dashed
lines in Fig. 1!.

x Tc(K) Vp (cm21) Ne f f (cm23) a(mV cm/K)

0 89~1! 22000 5.131021 0.57
0.4 35~2.5! 19200 4.131021 0.72
0.5 19~7! 18000 3.631021 2.3
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V. DISCUSSION

Even though there are not many data points in Fig. 3,
can infer some general trends for each sample. In p
YBCO we observe that, within experimental error,Ne f f does
not vary in the normal state. In thex50.5 sampleNe f f in-
creases when cooling down to 50 K and then begins decr
ing. The increase is consistent with the accumulating spec
weight in the low-frequency peak. The decrease at low te
peratures is the signature of the superconducting transiti

The x50.5 Pr sample exhibits a clear peak
;250 cm21. Experiments in YBCO and pure PBCO hav
shown a peak in the conductivity when light is polariz
along theb axis.27,35 In pure PBCO, the peak at an energ
;1700 cm21 has been assigned to localized carriers in
chains.27 In single-domain YBCO crystals, theb-axis con-
ductivity displays a peak at;300 cm21, again assigned to
the chains.35 Other authors did suggest disorder on Pr sites
in oxygen environment.22,36 Two-dimensional~2D! localiza-
tion within the CuO2 planes has also been proposed.24,36Lo-
calization by disorder is notorious in~superconducting!
samples.37–39 Similar peaks have already been observed
high-Tc compounds,40–42 some of them being purposel
disordered.9,41 Therefore, we propose to assign this peak
states localized by disorder in our samples, whether in
chains or in the planes.

The influence of Pr ions located between the cupr
planes on the energy of the electronic states in their vicin
has two different reasons. First, Pr changes the energy o
carriers in each CuO2 plane. Second, Pr changes the electr
hopping matrix element between the planes since the h
ping occurs via either Y or Pr orbitals. Due to the hoppin
the wave functions of the electronic states are either eve
odd with respect to the reflection in the Y/Pr plane. T
electronic density of the odd states vanishes at the Y
plane, and, therefore, Pr influences the even and odd s
differently. Localization in the planes can be described b

FIG. 3. Thermal dependence of the charge density~normalized
to its value at 300 K! calculated with Eq.~2! integrated up to 1.5 eV.
The arrows indicate the critical temperature for each sample.
estimated error inNe f f is roughly twice the symbol size. The inse
shows the same data, now normalized for all samples to the e
tive charge of YBCO at 300 K.
9-3
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simple quantum-mechanical model, a shallow 2D poten
well of radiusa and depthU0:

U~r!5H 2U0 , r,a,

0, r>a,

\2

m* a2
.U0 , ~3!

wherer is the in-plane distance. Equation~3! implies that Pr
ions modify in their vicinity the effective crystal potentia
acting upon the carriers. Therefore, 2a is expected to be
close to the lattice parameter in the CuO2 plane, whileU0
depends on the parity of the state. The depths of the w
should be typically of the order of 1 eV due to a relative
large difference between Pr and Y ions. However, due to
two dimensionality of the system, this potential yields
weakly bound state with energy2«0!U0:

«052
2\2

m* a2
expS 2

2\2

m* a2

1

U0
D , ~4!

with the Fourier component of the wave function

c~q!52Ap
l

11 l 2q2
, ~5!

where the radius of the bound state isl 5\/A2m* u«0u@a.
An external electric fieldE5E0e2 ivt (E0 being the field
amplitude! at the frequencyv>2«0 /\ causes transitions
from the localized to band states with momentump
5A2m* (\v1«0). Using Fermi’s golden rule, we obtain th
transition rate~probability per time unit! from thec(q) state
to the band states:

W~v!522p\
e2

m*
«0

\v1«0

~\v!4
f «0

~12 f «01\v!E0
2 , ~6!

where f «0
and f «01\v are the filling factors of the states

Equation~6! assumes that the perturbation corresponding
the dipole interaction with the electric field isV̂5

2 i (e/m* v)p̂E, p̂ being the momentum operator. The e
ergy dissipation rate in a medium~per unity volume! is pro-
portional to s1(v)E0

2. In other words, the contribution o
one localized state tos1(v)E0

2 is proportional to the energy
absorbed per transition multiplied by the transition rate
then follows that the optical conductivity due to localize
states is proportional toW(v) in Eq. ~6! multiplied by \v
and the concentration of the localized statesNL . Neglecting
the v dependence off «01\v , the contribution of the local-

ized states with the energy«0 to s1(v) atv>2«0 /\ is then
written as

sL~v!52A«0

\v1«0

~\v!3
, ~7!

whereA is a constant proportional to the concentration of
bound states. At a temperatureT a part of the localized state
is empty due to thermal excitation, and the thermally a
vated carriers contribute in the Drude-like way to the opti
conductivity. The localized states give the dominant con
10450
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bution to s1(v;u«0u/\) if NL.N0u«0ut/\ for u«0ut/\@1
or NL.N0\/u«0ut for u«0ut/\@1, whereN0 is the concen-
tration of the mobile carriers participating in the Drude-lik
conductivity.

Virtually any conducting oxide shows a broad ove
damped midinfrared band~MIB !. Several papers attempte
to describe this band in terms of various excitations such
polarons,43–45 stripes,46 two magnon,47 etc. Nevertheless, no
conclusive evidence to support any of this effects as be
the MIB exists. For any practical purposes, it is widely a
cepted that the characteristics of the MIB~position and spec-
tral weight! can be obtained from a Lorentz oscillator. Ther
fore, the general case for the conductivity composed
disordered and midinfrared states gives

s1~v!5(
i 51

m

sL
( i )1(

j 51

n
2p

Z0

De jV0( j )
2 g jv

2

@V0( j )
2 2v2#21g j

2v2
, ~8!

where the first summation is on disordered states and
second is the Lorentz MIR states.48 De is the oscillator
strength,V0 the resonance frequency, andg its damping.

The solid circles in Fig. 4 show the conductivity of th
x50.5 sample at 50 K. Since the Pr substitution influen
the odd and even states differently, one expects two diffe
localization energies in the system, which correspond to c
tribution of the odd and even states insL(v). The solid line
is a fit using the model in Eq.~8! with two disordered states49

and one MIR oscillator. The fitting parameters areu«0
(1)u

5110 cm21, A(1)51.83106 V21 cm22, u«0
(2)u

5200 cm21, A(2)51.53106 V21 cm22, De590, V0
51800 cm21, and g55500 cm21. Individual contribu-
tions from disordered localized states and MIR bands
shown, respectively, by dashed and dotted lines. The cho
values forA(1) and A(2) correspond toNL;1014 cm22 for
odd and even states andm* of the order of the bare electro
mass. Going back to Eq.~4! we can estimate the radius of th

FIG. 4. IR conductivity at 50 K of thex50.5 sample. The
experimental data are the solid circles. The solid line is compo
of two localization peaks and a mid-IR~MIR! peak. The individual
contributions of the localization peaks are shown by the das
line. The dotted line is the MIR contribution.
9-4
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LOCALIZATION BY DISORDER IN THE INFRARED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 104509
potential well. Sincea;A2\/AU0m* ln(U0 /u«0u), for «0
;200 cm21(25 meV) and U051.0 eV, we obtain a
close to 2 Å. This radius of the potential well indicates th
the changes really happen at the atomic level, consistent
our picture of disorder introduced by Pr ions.

Below 700 cm21, the IR conductivity shown in Fig. 4 is
mostly described by this localization model. The model
produces the amplitude and the asymmetric shape of the
calization peak well.50 The dc conductivity, however, is du
to a small free carrier contribution.

Localization reconciles the apparent contradiction b
tween the dc resistivity and the optical conductivity in t
x50.5 sample. The inset of Fig. 3 shows the behavior of
carrier densityNe f f ~normalized here to the 300 K YBCO
value!. The linear parts of the resistivity in Fig. 1 have the
slopes shown in Table I. If Matthiessen’s law were rough
followed, the ratio between slopes should be proportiona
the ratio of the charge densities. The loss in spectral we
for x50.4 follows satisfactorily the slope change observed
the dc measurements. The ratio between the resistivity slo
is 0.79 and the integrated charge density of thex50.4 com-
pound equals 76% that from YBCO. This suggests that w
we observe here has to be mainly assigned to actual un
doping, namely a decrease of the ration/m* .

A striking effect appears on thex50.5 Pr sample.
Whereas its dc conductivity is 5% of pure YBCO, the int
grated carrier density is 65% of that from YBCO, entire
inconsistent with the observed resistivity increase. The sl
ratio ~0.24! is not of much help in solving this puzzle. We a
thus led to conclude that the high dc resistivity in thex
50.5 sample is related to the localization of free carri
rather than to the decrease in their concentration. The Dru
like peak related to mobile charge carriers becomes a p
centered at 250 cm21 without a strong loss of spectra
weight.

Such a disorder induced localization must build up gra
ally with Pr concentration and localized states have to
present in thex50.4 sample optical conductivity. Th
frequency-dependent scattering rate of thex50.4 and x
50.5 samples shows similar structures around 250 cm21.
At this very frequency, the optical conductivity of thex
50.4 material has a shoulder. Thus the localization pea
already present in thex50.4 compound. Of course its osci
rs
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lator strength is smaller and the mobile carriers respo
dominates the spectra31 since the conditions NL
.N0u«0ut/\ or NL.N0\/u«0ut are not yet fulfilled there.

One may argue that substitution of Ba atoms by Pr wo
invalidate our model. However, Pr considerably replaces
only at very specific synthesis conditions forming cryst
superconducting at 90 K.51–54This is clearly not the case in
our films where Pr depletes superconductivity. We conclu
therefore that our samples have Pr atoms in Y sites, in ag
ment with previous works.18–31

It is interesting to note that the loss of spectral weight
YBCO occurs at all frequencies below;800 cm21.13 Why
then is the loss of spectral weight in thex50.4 material
limited to the 300–800 cm21 range? According to thex
50.5 behavior, the localization peak evolves in the oppo
direction of the normal-state gap. We suggest that the lo
ization peak in thex50.4 sample compensates the norm
state gap spectral weight loss in the 200 cm21 region, thus
explaining the apparent discrepancy between underdo
and Pr-substituted YBCO.

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, the optical response of Pr-YBCO film
shows the localization of the charge carriers, thus clea
indicating the coexistence of localization and supercond
tivity. A peak in the optical conductivity due to this localiza
tion effect is fully resolved in thex50.5 Pr-YBCO sample a
250 cm21. We argue that such a localization is alrea
present in thex50.4 sample and compensates the norm
state gap spectral weight loss. The localization peak is
scribed through in-plane disorder introduced by Pr atoms
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